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Welcome to the forty-third edition of the MassGIS GISette, a bi-monthly newsletter e-mailed to more than 1,800 
of our users and partner agencies to keep them informed of data updates, GIS events, and on-going technology 
developments. This newsletter will not replace more focused e-mails that many of you currently receive. A page on 
our website has been created for the GISette. There you will find back issues of the GISette and an online 
subscription form. 
 
While our primary intent in publishing the GISette is to disseminate information related to MassGIS initiatives and 
data development in particular, we also see the GISette as a means of communicating public agency GIS news.  So 
we encourage readers to send in updates or announcements concerning public agencies that they would like 
included in the GISette.  We particularly want to encourage submission of announcements concerning data 
development projects.  Announcements should be sent to Paul Nutting at paul.nutting@state.ma.us. 

 
Public Workshops Announced for Digital Assessors Parcel Plan 

 

Over the next two months MassGIS will conduct a series of workshops across the state to 
seek input from a variety of stakeholders as we develop our Business Plan for Creating 
Statewide Standardized Electronic Assessor Maps.  As mentioned in the last GISette, 
developing this plan is funded with a small grant from the USGS; the plan will be the blueprint 
going forward as we, along with our partners, develop seamless digital parcel mapping in GIS.  
The parcel mapping is one component of the overall Strategic Plan for Massachusetts Spatial 
Data Infrastructure.  To ensure that we create a business plan that supports the needs of all 
constituencies, it is important that any individuals and organizations that have something to 
contribute to the discussion attend one of the workshops  
 
As has already been publicized through other outlets, workshops will be held from 9:30 -11:30 
AM in Pittsfield, Springfield, Auburn, Lawrence, Wareham, and Boston. In addition, a new 
location has just been added in Greenfield.  Please visit the Parcel Plan Web page for specific 
locations and dates, as well as current project information.  As this project develops, you can 
expect to see additional information on the plan’s web page. 
 

MassGIS on the Move 
 
The MassGIS Task Force recommendation to move MassGIS to ITD is being rapidly 
implemented.   Since our last update in December, legislation to move MassGIS from the 
Environment and Energy Secretariat (EEA) to the Information Technology Division within the 
Administration and Finance Secretariat (ANF) has passed, and planning for the move has 
become a major project at MassGIS.  While we officially join ITD July 1, we will remain in our 
current location for 4-6 months, and then move to a new office location on the 16th floor of the 
McCormick Building. This schedule provides time for designing and implementing a new and 
more robust infrastructure at the Chelsea Data Center to host our database and our web 
mapping services and for making sure that operations are uninterrupted when we physically 
move. 
 

2009 USGS/MassGIS Orthophotos 
 
By the time the next GISette is issued in June, the long promised 2009 USGS orthophotos will 
be ready for FTP download and fee based ordering on DVD or user supplied hard drive. We 
appreciate the patience of our users while we organized these images for general distribution. 
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There are myriad steps involved in making these images available; the process has been 
slowed because the staff involved has had many other demands on their time.  In the coming 
weeks, the MassGIS home page will prominently feature the availability of this imagery through 
our usual on-line ordering process.  Also, because customers continue to experience timeout 
issues due to high traffic on our current inadequate FTP site, and until we have a more robust 
alternative, we have made arrangements for a temporary alternative host site that should be 
established in the next two weeks.  

 
 

Database Updates 
  

•  New DEP Eelgrass for Selected Embayments Layer - 3/30/2010 
This layer represents the third phase of the Department of Environmental Protection's eelgrass 
mapping.  This phase was carried out in 2006 and 2007 using digital imagery and focused on 
re-mapping 33 of the original 46 embayments that were mapped in the 1995 and 2001.  These 
33 embayments are from all four regions: 7 on the north shore, 7 on Cape Cod, 13 in Buzzards 
Bay, and 6 on the Islands.  
   
•  Assessors' Parcels Data Updated - 3/25/2010 
Note: The MassGIS Digital Parcel Standard does not have a “level 0”.  However this has 
become convenient short-hand for a “bare bones” standardization of assessors parcel 
mapping.  In some cases, versions of the data for individual communities, as maintained by or 
for the communities may have more attribute information than we are providing.  Also, the 
quality of the boundary compilation represented in these data sets may comply with the 
MassGIS standard.  
 
“Level 0” parcels have been added for these 32 municipalities: Acton, Arlington, Beverly, 
Canton, Carlisle, Dover, Essex, Everett, Foxborough, Littleton, Lynn , Malden, Maynard, 
Middleton, Milton, Nahant, Needham, Norfolk, Norwell, Norwood, Peabody, Plympton, Revere 
(data previously covered only a portion of the city), Rockland, Rockport, Scituate, Somerville, 
Stoneham, Swampscott, Wenham, Winchester and Wrentham. 
   
•  Updates to DEP Public Water Supply and Related Layers - 3/15/2010 
The MassDEP GIS Group has updated the following layers:  

• Public Water Supplies 
• Zone IIs, IWPA 
• Surface Water Supply Protection Areas (Zone A, B, C) 
• Surface Water Supply Watersheds 
• MassDEP Hydrography (1:25,000) 
• Title 5 Setback Areas 
• Outstanding Resource Waters 

 
 
    Online Mapping Applications 

 
Major GeoServer Upgrade 
 
MassGIS is pleased to announce that our GeoServer web mapping services have been 
upgraded to version 2.0.1 (from version 1.7.6 which was installed on 8/10/2009).  GeoServer 
has undergone quite a number of improvements in both functionality and performance that 
users will appreciate with the new version.  If anyone has problems with this new version 
please let Aleda know ASAP at Aleda.Freeman@state.ma.us or 617-626-1193. 
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New Functionality  
 

• Faster drawing of SDE rasters (thanks to funding from the Massachusetts Ocean 
Partnership and the work of Gabriel Roldan of The Open Planning Project) 

• Ability to have layergroups:  
• Geometryless tables available for WFS query:  
• Layer level security available: MassGIS can setup authentication on a datalayer to force 

login   with user/pswd to see it  
• Improved contour labeling due to filter functions - more examples with filter functions to 

come.  
• GeoSearch has been enabled on all layers; MassGIS can now experiment with 

publishing individual layers to Google 
 

Future Plans 
 

In the next few months MassGIS anticipates embarking on facilitating some additional 
GeoServer improvements with the sponsorship of the Massachusetts Ocean 
Partnership. In addition, we hope to publish some layers to Google's GeoSearch, write 
more documentation on Lyceum (the web services wiki) regarding filter functions, and 
other ideas.  We'll keep you up to date on any plans.   

 
Online Mapping- Behind the Scenes Tidbits 
 

MIT's Lisa Sweeney Head of GIS Services in the MIT Libraries announces that the MIT 
GeoWeb application now incorporates MassGIS Web Mapping Service layers! Videos 
explaining the use of the tool: http://libraries.mit.edu/gis/teach/geoweb-help.html or 
http://techtv.mit.edu/collections/gis  
 
The City of Boston's Department of of Neighborhood Development (DND) has an 
OpenLayers application that shows 2008 Distressed Private Property and incorporates 
orthophotos from MassGIS Web Mapping Services 
 
Joshua Rosenthal of the Massachusetts Historic Commission (MassHistoric) has 
contributed a sample of WMS on Google Maps API version 3. 

 
 
   Events 

 
OSGeo Boston May Meetup  
Anyone interested in getting together with other Boston area open source mapping 
software/data users/developers to share ideas should vote for a potential meeting date here or 
contact MAPC’s Christian Spanring  Sign up for the OSGeo mailing list here. 

    
Spring NEARC Tuesday, May 11, 2010, Smith College Campus Center, Northampton, MA 

 
Call for Presentations (June 1 deadline) for Fall NEARC - November 7-10, 2010, Newport, 
Rhode Island 

 
2010 New York State Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Conference  October 24-26, 
2010, Saratoga Springs, NY
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Any comments or suggestions about the GISette are welcome – send to paul.nutting@state.ma.us. 
 
MassGIS-The Commonwealth’s Office of Geographic and Environmental Information is located within the 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs and is charged with the collection, enhancement, storage 
and dissemination of the Commonwealth’s geographic data. 
 

Massachusetts Geographic Information System (MassGIS) 
251 Causeway St.  Suite 500 
Boston, MA 02114 
 
Phone: (617) 626-1238 
Fax: (617) 626-1249 

 

 

Christian Jacqz, Director 
Ian A. Bowles, Secretary 

Timothy Murray, Lt. Governor 
Deval Patrick, Governor 
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